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By Rob Trucks

Continuum Publishing Corporation, United States, 2011. Paperback. Condition: New. Language:
English . This book usually ship within 10-15 business days and we will endeavor to dispatch orders
quicker than this where possible. Brand New Book. Tusk , the first record in history to cross the
million dollar threshold in production costs, was the Fleetwood Mac s critically acclaimed,
commercially disappointing 1979 double album. This book is an in-depth and official look at one of
the most unusual albums ever released by a major rock band. After Rumours became the best-
selling single album of all-time, Fleetwood Mac asked Warner Brothers Records to buy them a
studio (the label refused, costing both Warner Brothers and the band significant cash in the long
run) and then handed the reins to their guitarist and resident perfectionist Lindsey Buckingham, a
fusion of factors that led Tusk to become the first record in history to cross the million dollar
threshold in production costs. Blame (or credit) Buckingham s public perception as a punctilious
performer and producer on this, the Mac s critically acclaimed, commercially disappointing 1979
double album (it s said that Warner Brothers executives could see their Christmas bonuses flying
out the window upon finally...
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I actually began looking over this pdf. This can be for all those who statte there was not a worthy of reading through. I am easily can get a enjoyment of
reading through a written publication.
-- Ra fa el Feeney Jr .-- Ra fa el Feeney Jr .

Extremely helpful to all class of individuals. It really is writter in straightforward terms instead of di icult to understand. I am just happy to explain how this
is the finest publication i have got read inside my own lifestyle and might be he very best ebook for possibly.
-- Dr . Meta  Sm ith-- Dr . Meta  Sm ith
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